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Eight Steps1 in Additive Manufacturing

5. Build: slow and can be very expensive

6. Removal and Cleanup: dependent machine and part orientation.

7. Post-Processing: dependent on machine, material. and part orientation.

8. Application: the most important question to ask before using Additive 
Manufacturing systems.

1) Gibson, Ian, David W. Rosen, and Brent Stucker. Additive manufacturing technologies. Vol. 238. New York: Springer, 2010.



Design for Additive Manufacturing (DFAM) ?

๏ Ask “should I print 
this?” before 
DFAM

๏ Geometric 
features may often 
will fit, but may not 
function

Fits, 
Adequate Functionality Don’t Print This, Barely Fits

Fits & Great Function Fits, Will Function Once



Design for Additive Manufacturing (DFAM) ?

๏ Don’t print boxes or 
threads

๏ Use a printer to make it’s 
own parts

๏ Combine parts that need to 
function within your design

๏ If assembled with 
production part, make 
printed part tolerance 
higher



Print Preview Uses

๏ Tell you how long print will take to 
print and how much material will be 
used

๏ Where supports are located with 
respect to part (may help orient the 
part)

๏ Print type (and corresponding print 
speed) for the part on a single layer 
(due to computational expense)

๏ If connection to printer required: to 
make system proprietary or to get 
real-time print info



Design for Additive Manufacturing (DFAM) ?

๏ Can the size be 
modified to make it 
function nearly as well 
as traditional 
manufacturing 
method?

๏ Is 3D printing the only 
way to manufacture 
the part?



Part Orientation

๏ Is there a best orientation?

๏ Software algorithms and 
experienced users can optimize 
choose “optimal” orientation”.

๏ How do we know if model is 
bad and/or when 2 disciplines 
are collaborating?

๏ Who knows (e.g., designer, 3D 
printing person, medical 
doctor)?



Print Previews Do Not Help Choose Settings
๏ If we had the Goldilocks Evaluation 

Matrix (GEM) it would show you the 
tradeoffs between print settings and 
part quality

๏ Without GEM we have to print 
parts, try modifying settings, and 
print again

๏ “Virtual Iterations” could be 
performed 1000s before printing 1 
part

Per Layer 
Thickness Increase Speed Decrease Speed

Increase 
Extruder Temp Yes or No? Yes or No?

Decrease 
Extruder Temp Yes or No? Yes or No?



Teach Process So You Can Print Parts Better

๏ Alex is the “Chief Operating 
Officer” (-VRAC MakerBot Training 
Manual)

๏ “VRAC Maker”

๏ “Trained Personnel”

๏ Print failures are priceless



Limited Experience Still Print Cool Stuff
๏ Trained by Holly who was 

trained by Alex.

๏ Bottom up approach of 
learning the process effects 
at the road level helped 
learn how to make decisions 
about print settings.

Heater Cartridge
Power Supply Wires

Heater 
Tube

Thermocouple 
Wires

Nozzle
Heater 

Cartridge

Heater 
Block



Design for Additive Manufacturing (DFAM) ?

๏ All 300,000 were 100% 
inspected using non-
destructive evaluation.

- How many failed to 
print?

- How many failed 
inspection?

๏ Nobody, has, can, or ever 
will print 2 parts that are 
exactly the same



3D Printing Curriculum Needed

๏ ME 170

๏ ME 270

๏ ME 324

๏ ME 490

๏ IE 445/545

Tensile Test Failure?
Embedded Nut In ME 270 Project 



Preview vs. Simulate

๏ Print Preview shows 
layers of ideally 
shaped 3D printed 
segments

๏ Simulation uses the 
machines instructions 
and provides inter 
and intra-layer 
visualization of the 
whole process



Virtual Additive Manufacturing Visualization 
Investigation and Simulation (VAMVIS)

๏ Alex Raymond Renner’s 
PhD Research application

๏ Desktop (Qt), C6, and HMD

๏ Why the name:

๏ Using VR for AM

๏ 0.4mm nozzle (half thickness 
of piece of paper) can be 
visualized in C6 at much 
larger scale an investigated 
by more than one person at 
a time



VAMVIS’s Thermal Process Simulation

๏ Any combination of 
3D printer, software, 
and hardware

๏ Really??? How???

๏ Collect the 
information in the 
table for every print 
move from G-Code



VAMVIS’s Thermal Process Simulation

๏ Do some math for the roads’ 
size (calculate volume/surface 
area)

๏ Account for print head speed 
changes and update frequency 
of the simulation app

๏ Include the roads’ material 
properties in a fancy heat 
transfer analysis model (Lumped 
Capacitance assumptions)



10 Minute Break



Approved MCAs

Intern Summary Category

Jennifer
Model Rubiks Cube Do AR 
stuff based on color/shape/

sequence
Rubiks AR It

Karina Make splint for finger, using 3D 
scan data Scan 2 Heal It

Nina
Architectural model that snaps 
together and comes apart to 
show different stuff using AR

ARchitects Showcase It

Roselynn Modular heel design for stylish 
heels Functionally Style It


